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Sacred Agile

You know that when you deal with this type of topic, you are writing about a touchy subject.
My aim is not to hurt any religious or philosophical belief, but rather to see how men behave
when adopting new ideas. Raised as a Catholic, what will follow is mainly comparison of the
respective adoption patterns of Christian and Agile, but I think that it might apply to other
philosophical and technological approaches. Ultimately, my conviction is that the values you are
trying to respect in your daily personal and professional life are more important than what you
claim to be. And sometimes laughing a little bit at ourselves can help to put things in
perspective. The year zero of the Agile movement is linked to the creation of the Agile
Manifesto and its 12 principles. Like the 10 commandments, they should regulate the life of the
Agilists. Like all texts, the Manifesto is subject to interpretation (exegesis) and to translation
choices for non-native English persons, like me. Agile slowly gained recognition spread by the
good work of people that we call sometimes "gurus". Scrum became the dominant approach,
seducing by the simplicity of its concept. Applying Scrum is however not always easy, this is
why we saw the growth of a coaching industry, providing people that can help us answer the
tough question: "What would Mike Cohn have done in such situation?". Agilists grouped
themselves in big alliances. Some began to sell the "certifications" of being good Agilists, as the
Catholic Church was selling indulgences during the Middle Age to remit sins and guarantee
access to the paradise. As the reformation movement, this also led to a schism and the creation
of different certifications. Today some teams are more concerned by respecting sacred rules
instead of asking themselves what is the best thing to do in their context. Team members follow
rituals like daily Scrum, as they will go to church every week. You do this just because it is
what you do if you want to belong to the community. You can follow blindly specific thinking
from Agile textbooks or coaches. You can also try to devise your own interpretation of the Agile
Manifesto according to context... and good textbooks and coaches can help you. There is no
right answer, but if you want to be Agile, you should regularly get back to the original Agile
Manifesto to think about what Agile is, how Agile you think you are and how you can improve.
Agile is about understanding and Agile is a journey.
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Eradicating Load Test Errors - Part 1: Correlation Errors

Vadim Kleyzit, Max Kleyzit,
StresStimulus, http://www.stresstimulus.com/

Beware of the nasty problem

You just installed a new load testing tool and are very excited to start testing the performance of
your web application. You selected this tool because its training video showed how easy it is to
use. Just navigate through a test scenario while the tool records it. Then the tool will emulate
real world impact on the server infrastructure by replaying this scenario with as many virtual
users (VUs) as you need and monitor how well your application performs under load. While this
may seem pretty simple, testing may not go as you planned. The website under test can refuse to
cooperate with the VUs. Errors may be thrown or functionality may seem to be broken. This
means you are likely dealing with a correlation issue.

What this article is about: this two-part article presents a deep dive into dealing with
correlation errors often found when load testing Web and mobile applications. Part 1 reviews
performance testing errors and explains how to recognize correlation issues. Published in the
next issue, part 2 will introduce a comprehensive method to fix these problems.

Who should read this: Developers, software quality assurance specialists and performance
engineers who want to master performance testing and avoid typical mistakes in handling
testing issues.

What is correlation? It is a common mechanism in web applications consisting of two aspects
as shown in figure 1.

1. While communicating with multiple clients, the server generates dynamic values such as
cookies, tokens or IDs that are included in responses. Every user session receives a unique
set of values.

2. The server then expects to receive these values back in subsequent requests.

The name “correlation” points out that the dynamic values in the requests are related to the
corresponding values in the previous responses. A web browser naturally correlates the dynamic
values. In load testing tools however, the clients are virtual users and not browsers, so
correlation must be handled using other means.

Why is correlation necessary? Here are several examples:

• Session ID. The server communicates with multiple clients at any given moment. Because
the HTTP protocol is stateless, the server cannot determine which client sent a particular
request by just using protocol metadata. Therefore, the server generates a unique ID when it
establishes communication with this clien, to match requests to the client who sent them.
The client should return this ID on all subsequent requests.

http://www.stresstimulus.com/
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Figure1 - How Correlation Works

• Security tokens. The authentication process issues a security token that is sent back and
forth between the server and client. Examples are Single Sign-on Security Token and
AntiForgeryToken.

• Application context or state. In client/server systems, the server needs to have the
application context of every user to process its requests correctly. The application context
may include various data about past user activity. For scalability purposes, application
context might not be stored on the server, but rather be included in all HTTP roundtrips. One
example of a dynamic parameter that carries application state is the “__ViewState”
parameter in ASP.NET applications. On every postback to the server, the web browser must
return the same _ViewState value that it received in the previous response.

In all of these examples, if the clients fail to return the expected dynamic values generated on
the server, the application will break.

How web browser implements correlation. The physical browser is designed to carry-over
values from responses to the subsequent request thanks to several embedded mechanisms
implementing correlation logic. Here are a few examples:

• Hyperlinks. Often time the server renders a web page with a hyperlink containing a query
string with a dynamic parameter. When a user clicks on the link, the browser sends a request
with the query string containing this parameter.
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• Cookie correlation. The server sends cookie information to the client using the Set-Cookie
header. The browser will include the cookie in every subsequent request to the server.

• Web form hidden fields. By default, the browser will submit hidden fields unchanged to
the server when a user posts back the form.

• Programmatic correlation. The client’s code can include the custom logic of storing
dynamic server values and re-injecting them to requests when required. Such logic can be
implemented in the webpage’s JavaScript, or client-side code executed in Silverlight, Adobe
Flex or another environment.

What is the problem with the virtual users? The essential component of load testing is
realistically emulating user-base impact on a servers’ infrastructure by instantiating hundreds or
thousands of virtual users. A VU is a lightweight software object that generates HTTP traffic. Its
main job is to be indistinguishable from a real user from the server’s perspective. Unlike a real
client, they are not designed to execute JavaScript or fully emulate the browser’s behavior.
Therefore, VUs do not implement correlation mechanisms. Instead, they just replay the traffic as
it was recorded while using a small footprint, so hundreds or even thousands of users can be
emulated from a single machine. Therefore, correlation must be created manually.

Who correlates your test? Some load testing tools can automatically create the required rules
in the test configuration or script. This method is called autocorrelation. Not all errors, however,
can be fixed this way, and the remaining issues must be addressed by applying manual
correlation techniques. This article describes a comprehensive manual correlation method that
simplifies it and makes it more efficient.

Ten reasons why correlation errors are tough

Among load testing errors, correlation errors are the toughest. Here is why:

1. Not obvious. If you are a novice in performance testing, it may not be obvious why
correlation is necessary. It appears that the end-user knowledge of the application under test
should be sufficient to record a scenario and run the test. Deep understanding of application
internals seems to be unnecessary for successful load testing. After all, you are a tester, not a
developer. The problem is that dynamic variables that are at the center of correlation are hidden
from the end-user and live under the hood.

Side note: Does it mean that before testing application, you have to learn how it is designed?
Fortunately, no. The comprehensive method of manual correlation described in Part 2 of this
article will allow you to correlate applications of any complexity like a pro without spending
time on learning application logic.

2. Correlate or not to correlate. Your test runs with errors. Does it mean that you need to
correlate it? It depends on the type of errors you’re dealing with. Broken correlation causes
some but not all errors in the test. Non-correlation related errors cannot be fixed by correlation
and vice versa. It puts correlation errors in a class by itself as you can see in load test error
classification below. Unfortunately distinguishing them from other errors can be challenging as
they look similarly.
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3. Invisible errors. If you don't receive errors in your test, it can be bad news. While HTTP
errors are easy to find because their response code is in the 400 or 500 range, some application
errors can escape detection. If the VU incorrectly replayed business transaction messages, error
pages return by the server can have a valid response code 200. Such error can be easily missed
unless you monitor responses for specific known content indicating a failure. If you don’t know
that the problem exists, you don’t know that it should be fixed.

4. Unclear goal. Since correlation errors are difficult to detect, it is also difficult to determine if
the correlation rules that you created fixed the error.

5. Deal breaker. Correlation is not necessary to make your test better. It is necessary to make
your test work. Running a performance test before all correlation issues are resolved is largely a
waste of time. Because broken correlation causes errors in some transactions, they will fail and
complete sooner. If such errors are not fixed, the average response times in the test report may
be largely inaccurate. Relying on such test result can cause troubles for your team or clients.

6. Autocorrelation - false expectations? Some tools like Jmeter and most other open source
tools do not offer autocorrelation. It means that even the most obvious dynamic variables like
ViewState in ASP.NET websites must be correlated manually. High-quality commercial tools
provide an autocorrelation feature. Does this mean that the correlation problem is solved? Not
really. Some top-notch tools can reliably emulate standard behavior embedded in the web
browser such as web forms or cookie correlation. But the biggest challenge is presented by
applications where the dynamic variables are handled programmatically by a client-side
JavaScript or other client runtimes such as Silverlight or Adobe Flex. Load testing tools would
need to reverse engineer such client logic to crack down hidden correlation rules, and this is not
easy. According to [1], the automatic correlation in load runner works in only 5% of cases and
manual correlation is more advisable. If you expect that autocorrelation will resolve all errors,
you may be disappointed as some of the errors have to be rectified manually.

7. Inconsistent result. To make things worse, you can never be sure that a script that
successfully handles one application will also work with your next application or even the next
version of the same application. Sometimes simple upgrading underlying framework to the next
version will break your test script. Sometimes a script that worked last week stops working on
Monday even though no changes were made on the server, except that over the weekend, the
server was rebooted and some values that seemed to be static last week are actually dynamic
keys that are re-generated on reboots. This unpredictability makes manual correlation even more
inevitable.

8. Platform specific vs. systematic approach. There are some publications dedicated to
correlation load tests of particular web frameworks or popular Enterprise applications, such as
PeopleSoft, Oracle BI, Cognos reports, SharePoint and Microsoft CRM Dynamics. They list
dynamic parameters belonging to these platforms and provide other helpful platform-specific
hints. This may create an impression that the key to successful correlation is learning specific
platforms. However, it diverts attention from focusing on a systematic and comprehensive
approach that works in all environments.

9. Manual correlation is poorly defined. While there are some useful publications dedicated to
correlation, they largely lack a systematic description of the manual correlation as a process. For
example, a vague explanation like “It may take some searching to find, but careful study of a
detailed log will eventually yield the session id” [2] provides some hints to the solution but not
the solution itself.
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10. Correlation-is-getting-harder trend. As web applications’ versatility evolves over time, so
does their complexity. Developers “hide” more often dynamic variables in nontraditional parts
of the HTTP message like custom headers. An increasing variety of application protocols and
encoding methods create even more challenges for correlation. Having a comprehensive
approach to correlation becomes, even more, essential.

Simplifying the problem

Fortunately, you do not have to know how dynamic values are created or how they’re used in
the web application to understand and solve the correlation challenge. Instead, we can use a
“black box approach” to simplify the problem by focusing exclusively on significant aspect and
ignoring complicated and unessential details.

Three properties of the correlation:
• The server creates a dynamic value and includes it in response.
• The client sends back the same value in one or several subsequent requests.
• The value must change either across the VUs or across the iterations of replaying the test

scenario.

Correlating the load test means to emulate such client behavior by creating correlation rules.

What is a correlation rule? It is an algorithm for extracting dynamic values from a server
response and using it to substitute some recorded values in the subsequent requests. To create
such rules you need to ascertain:
• which responses contain a dynamic value and how to find it;
• which requests should use this value and what search-and-replace pattern should apply.

Correlation rules should be added to the test configuration or test script so the VUs can correctly
handle dynamic variables.

To start fixing correlation errors, you need to know how to distinguish them from other errors.

Load test errors

There are three types of errors that you may encounter in connection with load testing (Figure
2):

1. System Errors are caused by the application, framework, or network. They are not related to
the test configuration. In an ideal world, these errors must be exposed during functional testing
and addressed before the performance testing cycle. In reality, you may run into them while
recording a test scenario or verifying the script. It is important to recognize them quickly and
report to the system stakeholders. If you falsely mistake system errors for test errors and try to
address them by tweaking the test configuration, you will be wasting time.

2. Performance Errors, like the previous group, are thrown by the system under test. However,
they appear only on elevated load levels. Tracking down such errors is one of the goals of load
testing. For example, a concurrency error happens when an application cannot handle more than
N concurrent users. Once the load emulation exceeds N users, some transaction will fail.
Performance errors should be addressed last. A detailed discussion about fixing them is outside
of the scope of this article.
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3. Load Test Errors are entailed by incorrect test configuration and should be fixed by
correcting test script, configuration or execution. This group can be broken down into four
categories:

a. Recording Errors are caused by using an incorrect or old recording. Here are three
examples:
• If you record traffic from the web browser that has primed cache, some requests may be

missing in the recording. To avoid such issues, before recording, always clear the browser
cache or launch a browser in Private mode [3].

• If you started recording when the web browser displays one of the pages, your script would
miss some initial actions, such as session initiation handshaking. When recording, always
start a fresh browser instance.

• If after script recording, the application was modified, and this caused script verification
errors, you need to either fix your script manually or re-record. Fixing it may include
editing, repositioning, deleting existing or adding new requests.

Figure 2 - Load Test Error Classification
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b. Test Environment Errors. The incorrect or incomplete configuration of the test environment
can induce some errors. Here are two examples:
• After recording the scenario over HTTPS, replaying it with a single user, triggers multiple

problems due to an issue with certificate. To fix it, install a certificate on the browser or
mobile device.

• After recording the scenario, the application under test changed host, port or schema (HTTP
to HTTPS and vice versa). It should be addressed by appropriate tool settings.

c. Correlation Errors are caused by missing correlation parameters.

d. Non-Correlation Errors are all remaining test errors.
The last two categories of errors are the most challenging. Let’s review non-correlation errors
first.

Non-Correlation Errors

These errors have to be resolve first to leave the toughest correlation errors for the end. Here are
a few examples of non-correlation errors:

• Unique constraint. Your test scenario involves user entry of unique data. When replaying
the script with a single user, the system will throw an error because of a unique constraint
violation. These types of errors are easy to replicate by repeating the same user entry in the
browser. To fix this issue, parameterize the recorded entry values to substitute them with
unique values on replay. See the differences between parameterization and correlation
below.

• User session limit. Some applications allow one session per authenticated user. If a real user
tries to log in from a second browser, the system will either reject authentication or log him
off in the first browser. When you replay a test scenario recorded on such application, it will
work with one VU. However, it will break with two or more VUs. To resolve this issue,
parameterize the recorded user credentials with an array of credentials, so every VU is
treated as a unique user. (This is one of few non-correlation issues that does not prevent
successful correlation and, therefore, can be addressed after correlation is complete.)

• Client dynamic parameters. In some applications, the client can also originate some
dynamic values, such as a random GUID or a timestamp. Requests with such values must be
parameterized to avoid replay errors.

Correlation vs. Parameterization. Parameterization helps to resolve some of the discussed
non-correlation errors. It is also used for reasons not related to fixing errors. For example, you
recorded a test scenario of a person entering her name and contact information to create a
customer profile. To emulate such scenario more realistically, dynamic data that varies on
different test iterations should replace the recorded values entered in the web form fields.

Similarly to correlation, parameterization replaces the recorded value with dynamic data.
However unlike the former, the latter does not use values generated on the server [4]. Instead, it
uses predefined data sets, random data, or other information originated on the client such as a
timestamp.

To start fixing correlation errors, you need to identify them first. The next chapter describes how
to do that.
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Correlation Errors

If a stale recorded value is included in the request in place of a dynamic parameter during the
test scenario playback, the server will encounter an application failure and will send back an
appropriate response. It's hard to predict how a particular application will react to such
correlation error. For example, it can return an abnormal HTTP response code in the 400 or 500
range that is detectable by the tool, but it may also try to inform a real user about the
abnormality and return a valid HTTP response with a warning message, an alert image or text
reporting an unhandled exception. It would be desirable to see the content of the error message
in the web browser. Unfortunately, this is not feasible, as web browsers do not make correlation
errors. So you don’t know what content to expect in the responses, and therefore, it is virtually
impossible to track down all such errors automatically by monitoring their content in the tool.

To overcome this challenge, we recommend using more broadly defined criteria to identify the
responses potentially triggered by correlation errors.

Signs of potential correlation errors:
• Recorded response code was 200, but the replayed response code is in the 400 or 500 range.
• Recorded response code was 200, but the replayed response code is 302, or vice versa (Fig.

3)
• Recorded and replayed responses were redirected to different URLs.
• The size of the recorded and replayed response are substantially different (more that 50-

100%).
• The expected transaction did not complete. For example, the file was not created, the email

was not sent, or a database record was not created.

Figure 3 - Compare Recorded and Replayed Response

As much as responses to correlation errors vary from application to application, the resolution of
correlation errors is not application-specific. This means that you do not need to know the
application’s design to efficiently resolve correlation errors and that a platform-independent
correlation method can be developed.

Identifying potential correlation errors is the first step in fixing them. Published in the next issue
of Methods & Tools, the part 2 of this article will describe step-by-step tool-independent
correlation method that works on all platforms.
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Breaking Bad - The cult of not giving bad news

Anthony Boobier, Practices Coach BNZ Digital, nomad8.com, @antboobier

Why is it so hard to break bad news? Why is there a cult of people who do not want to give bad
news about their projects to stakeholders? Why do we let our fears cloud our judgement? Things
can seem bad when they don’t go as we planned and hoped, but in reality things ‘just are’. As
Esther Derby [1] notes “The ability to ‘face the truth’ and take effective action rests on the
ability to be in a mental state where our emotions and fears aren’t running us” How do we
remove that fear and emotion, create an environment in which we are not afraid to break ‘bad
news’, into ‘news’ that allows us to make informed decisions [2,3].

What is ‘Bad news’ anyway?

Bad news is information that conveys negative or unpleasant information that is likely to
disappoint, upset or even anger a recipient. So what news would do that to someone on a
project? Take, for instance, the following piece of news that needs to be presented back to the
stakeholders:

“The feature has taken longer than expected to develop and user testing has thrown up the need
for a number of changes”

Is that news ‘good’ or ‘bad’? The fact is it is neither, it is just ‘news’. It is feedback or
information on a current state. What makes it ‘bad’ is the context in which it is delivered and the
human emotion that goes along with it. If that news were delivered at a smaller scale as rapid
feedback, in a collaborative environment, where the whole team was awaiting the answer; it
could be construed as ‘good’ news.

Conversely what if that news was a surprise to the stakeholders? If it were given at a large scale
after 6 months of work, tracking to a contract that looked to deliver a pre-determined output?
Someone would be sorely disappointed, upset, or angry. The news would become much more
emotionally charged. The key is not to promise and commit to something you have no control
over.

The gap between the desired state and current reality

Every project seeks to deliver a desired state, an outcome that benefits someone. Bridging the
gap between that desired state and the current reality is the role of the delivery team. News is
the mechanism to communicate that gap.

The danger all too often is that we set expectations far in advance and lose focus on the original
outcome and what we set out to achieve. There is instead a fixation on the outputs and the
perfect plan. The plan and desired state becomes the objective by which the team is measured.
Many agile projects are no different, with a focus on a detailed product backlog far in advance
of any delivery; a long committed list of things to be accomplished. The result is the iterative
delivery of the desired state to which the expectant stakeholders have become fixated; any
deviation from this is an emotional disappointment. The truth is, when our best-laid plan meets
reality, it has a nasty habit of doing unexpected things.

http://nomad8.com/
https://twitter.com/antboobier
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News is feedback

Kent Beck [4] said that: “Optimism is an occupational hazard of programming. Feedback is the
treatment”. In terms of project and product delivery, ‘news’ should be treated as that valuable
feedback. At the heart of agile is empiricism; knowledge based on observation and feedback.
That feedback is ‘news’, without it we lack the ability to make informed rational decisions.

The news has to be a timely check that enables us to take action. If not, we need to question -
are we actually being agile? Or is it just incremental development of a fixed plan and given
output?

Kent Beck also made the point that “product Roadmaps should be lists of questions, not lists of
features” [5]. Questions that should be linked to achieving that desired outcome. If we have this
mindset and treat ‘requirements’ as hypotheses that need to be validated through feedback,
rather than a given that must be achieved it completely changes the way we approach news. A
rapid empirical news feedback, driven by building upon hypotheses, measuring its outcome and
objectively learning from it.
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Focus on the outcome

A requirement that uses the following format [6] makes the ‘desired state’ an outcome that is
awaiting feedback to either prove or disprove:

We believe that [building this feature]
for [these people/personas]
will achieve [this outcome].
We will know we are successful when we
[observe/measure this impact].

It helps put focus on the outcomes and impacts, rather than the features and outputs. The success
through measuring that impact, takes the emotion out of the news; “What can be asserted
without evidence, can be dismissed without evidence” [7]. This framework for delivering
outcomes differently from originally envisaged, enables the benefit of learning through iterative
delivery [8].

Facing up to reality

Dan Milstein [9] notes that when we do product development we can do one of two things when
we get feedback:
a) face the unpleasant reality (aka “I was wrong”)
b) reinterpret reality to fit your plan (aka “This is not bad news”)

As humans we tend to choose ‘b’ [10]. We would rather be told a reassuring lie than an
inconvenient truth. It can be very hard for us to face reality; but being able to change direction if
you go down a dead-end path is all part of an empirical process. Not doing so is self-deception
borne out of fear. We need to be comfortable embracing ambiguity “we may not know what that
answer is, but we know that we have to give ourselves permission to explore.” [11]

The fear of failure

Fear is especially strong when we are bringing something new into the world, where there is
innovation and uncertainty. There are things in this situation we cannot control. Fear should not
drive your decision-making; the important thing is to be objective. Who are you protecting by
not giving the information? Is it that we fear what others would think of us? Or that ‘I’ll get the
blame’, or ‘I’ve made a promise…now I’ll look bad’.

The courage to treat news as feedback, comes from within the individual. The work of Carol
Dweck [12] highlights this with the concept of the ‘Fixed’ versus ‘Growth Mindset’. The Fixed
mindset is one where we need to be perfect right away and any ignorance is seen as a failing.
The Growth mindset however is about thriving on a challenge, seeking opportunities to grow
and learn.
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Goal: to look smart
Avoid Failure
Avoid challenges
Failure defines your identity
Feedback and criticism is personal

Goal: to learn
Confront uncertainty
Embrace challenges
Failure provides information
Feedback is about current capabilities

Don’t let failure define you and try and reinterpret reality to avoid being wrong. Failure is not an
identity it is just feedback and information. How we as individuals respond to it, defines how we
socialise news with others and in turn how we interpret it.

The important thing to note is that agile is a team game; we succeed or fail together. An
individual does not reside in a project vacuum. Mindsets change the meaning of failure, but
even if the individual has that Growth mindset, their environment has to support concrete
feedback and open communication.

The amygdala [13] is an area of the brain, which, amongst other things, is responsible for
decision-making and emotional reaction. It frequently asks the same question about it’s
surroundings’ ‘Am I safe?’ if you are and things are familiar, you remain calm and collected; if
not it sends fight or flight self preservation response to the rest of your body, to get away from
the situation. We are feeling creatures that think; we need to feel safe so that we can think
rationally.

Create an environment where it is safe to fail

I used to work in a Telco product development company, where the CIO would ask us, his
delivery teams, ‘What did you fail at this week?’ He would be curious if we had nothing to tell,
and if our updates was as he put it ‘suspiciously green’. He knew many people become
paralysed by the fear of failure, afraid of what others will think. Failure is life’s way of nudging
you and letting you know you’re off course. The job of a leader is to create a safe environment,
where news can be openly shared; otherwise we need to question are we truly working in an
agile environment? Agile is, after all a team game.
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Tools and techniques
The giving of news should follow the same patterns as agile empirical feedback. Based on my
experience I have found the following approaches support making feedback effective.

Make it timely: Bad news does not get any better with age. Fast and early feedback is the key
to ensure timely decisions can be made. Minimise the learning and feedback loop, as there is
nothing more frustrating to be told something that is now far too late to take any action over.

Small batches: News should be broken down into small batches and checked to ensure the
message is received and understood. Doctor’s use this approach and call it ‘Chunk and Check’
[14]:
• Chunk your message into small batches and check for understanding
• Listen actively to feedback from the recipient
• Encourage reflecting back what they have heard to ensure the message you sent is received

and understood

Drop the jargon: The recipient needs to understand the news you are conveying, so drop the
jargon and use language and terms that they understand. News such as - ‘our velocity was
impacted due to technical debt’, may not be understood by all your stakeholders.

Visualize, visualize, visualize: Make it visible and accessible, because, as a colleague of mine
used to say “no-one ever shouts at the board”. Information on a board makes the conversation
far less emotive.

Same team, same message: Take it in turns to deliver the news. There are many shoulders in a
team and you should be happy to share the same message. Watch out for the situation where one
person is filtering the news. You don’t want to be afraid of your team talking to stakeholders
around the coffee machine and ‘giving the game away’.

Conclusion

News is neither good nor bad; it is just feedback that if used correctly enables us to make
objective decisions. The perception of news being ‘bad’ is a symptom that something is broken
within the system itself, where fear and emotion have the upper hand. We need to create a
system where people look forward to news and facing the truth, a system where:

• expectations with the stakeholders are being set correctly as outcomes, rather than outputs;

• there is a collaborative environment, where it is safe to fail and your colleagues are allies
rather than judges;

• we treat news as frequent feedback that allow us to take concrete action;
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Distributed Team Communications: Tripping Over Words

Johanna Rothman, www.jrothman.com, @johannarothman
Yves Hanoulle, www.hanoulle.be, @YvesHanoulle

Recently, Johanna used a word in a blog post: discrimination. She used that word as a way to
show a distinction between two ideas, not as discrimination against people. A legal yet unknown
use of the word for Yves.

Yves was surprised by that word usage and we had an email conversation about it. We realized
that our experience is duplicated every day on many software development teams, including
geographically distributed teams.

People say things, not realizing that the other person might understand something else.

Yves worked on a distributed team where a Spanish person said in the standup, “I don’t listen
you.” The team member meant, “I don’t hear you.” Hear and listen might be the same word in
Spanish--and even if they are not the same word, his lack of understanding concerned Yves.
“Why would this team member not listen to me?” Even though it wasn’t “listening,” the other
person’s reaction was disconcerting to Yves.

Johanna worked on a distributed team where some of the people did not understand sarcasm.
She rolled her eyes, but because the team members had an audio-only connection, some people
did not understand her meaning. One of the team members was so concerned, he asked to speak
with her after the call. That’s when Johanna realized her sarcasm did not “translate” to the other
person’s cultural understanding of what was acceptable on a call.

We have seen that uncommon usage can lead to people misunderstanding each other.
Sometimes, we see insufficient communication can lead to misunderstandings.

We have noticed a couple of interesting things about communication:

1. When non-native speakers talk with each other, they check their understandings more often.
That has the effect that they have fewer misunderstandings when they speak the unfamiliar
language.

2. We also noticed that in chat - a low bandwidth communication - we find fewer
misunderstandings. That’s often because we have an immediate check for each other’s
comprehension.

When Yves and Johanna discussed Johanna’s use of “discrimination,” we were able to clarify
what Johanna meant and what Yves thought.

What Words Mean

One common theme here, is that the people in the conversation check with each other, to make
sure they understand each other.

www.jrothman.com
https://twitter.com/johannarothman
www.hanoulle.be
https://twitter.com/yveshanoulle
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With a distributed team, we have many opportunities to misunderstand what each person means.

Yves once worked on a team that had a loud disagreement. They used the word product. Yves
asked, “What do you mean by product?” to one of the team members. He said, “What we ship to
customers.” Yves then asked the other person. “Oh, I mean the internal support tools. If you
mean what we ship to customers, I fully agree with you.”

In this case, the unexpected wording caused the disagreement. When Yves asked the question,
“What do you mean…” the people were able to find common ground and agree.

We’ve seen the same kind of concerns when team members see a product backlog.

Part of the problem is with the word, “backlog.” In agile, it means the ranked list of all the work,
or the ranked list of work for an iteration. The original English meaning was work we had not
done yet - and for many people, we have a feeling that we should not have any work on a
“backlog.” We should have nothing on the iteration backlog, because we have completed our
work.

Another word we see people use differently is “refactor.” On one team, Nancy had agile
experience. David was new to agile. When Nancy talked about refactoring, she meant no more
than an hour or so of work as part of the feature. When David talked about refactoring, he meant
several weeks of iterating for a new design, a design review, and a code review.

They used the same word, with quite different meanings. Sometimes, external people can see
the difference in meaning that the involved people cannot see.

In this case, Johanna suspected they had different meanings. She asked them to write down their
refactoring process with approximate times for each step. That’s when they realized their
approaches were different.

Now they could explore their options together. What would be reasonable for the project now?

When You Feel Stuck in Your Communication

If you go back and forth a couple of times and feel stuck, maybe you have a misunderstanding.
Realizing that is the first step. Consider these ideas to verify your assumption:

1. Slow down communication. We often have a sense of urgency about everything, not just our
communication. When we slow down, we can examine the parts that we might not agree on,
and realize we have a miscommunication.

2. Verify that we understand correctly. This is where you might ask, “Did you mean…” Avoid
repeating the same words if you are explaining. If you are asking, you might feel awkward.

3. Consider another form of communication. If you’ve been speaking, consider typing in email
or SMS. If you’ve been typing, consider video. When we shift forms of communication, we
offer each other options. This is critical when we communicate with people who are non-
native speakers. We might all be fluent and we use our brains differently.
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We have discovered that introversion/extraversion influence our communication preferences.
Some of us write to think (introvert). Some of us speak to think (extravert). We might even find
that our preferences are situational. Over distance, our preferences can magnify our
communication differences. We can select the communication mode that helps us understand
each other, in this situation.

When we experiment with other forms of communication, we can see--what will work for us
now? If that form no longer works, or doesn’t ease understanding, we can try another form.

With our misunderstanding of the word, “discrimination,” Yves checked with Johanna. We had
an asynchronous email conversation (changed the mode) where we checked our meaning. Once
we understood each other, we were able to say, “Oh, that’s what you meant.”

What experiments can you try to achieve better understanding in your team?
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Acceptance Test Driven Development Applied

Chris C. Schotanus, CGI Netherlands, www.cgi.com, chris.schotanus [at] cgi.com,
@cschotanus,

Acceptance Test Driven Development (ATDD) is not primarily about software testing. It is a
technique that supports clarification of user requirements and, at the same time, leads to test
cases that can be used to verify the product. This article demonstrates the benefits of Acceptance
Test Driven Development.

ATDD is based on the same principle than Test Driven Development (TDD), a technique that is
applied at the unit level of software development. With a TDD approach, the developer first
writes the test cases that will be used to test the code every time that it is compiled and built.

The sequence in TDD is:
• create a test case, run the test (which will fail, the red circle in figure 1)
• create the program code and run the test again until it passes (the green circle)
• refactor the code to eliminate any unnecessary code (the purple circle).

    

Figure 1. The TDD cycle and the ATDD cycle

ATDD has a similar cycle to TDD, but from the user acceptance perspective. The development
team that consists of business analysts, developers and testers elaborate the needs of the
business into acceptance criteria and logical test cases. The developer will use these test cases as
system specifications. In parallel, the tester will use the logical test cases as a basis to elaborate
concretely the test cases. During the iteration, the tester uses the concrete test cases to test the
intermediate results of the software created by the developer as shown in figure 1.

Why ATDD?

We often hear people saying that a team is agile, but if we have a closer look, the development
is actually done in a “mini-waterfall process” consisting of clearly separated phases. It is true
that it is not always simple to design, develop and test IT systems simultaneously. Teams often
apply an iterative process that starts with a design phase, followed by development and ends
with testing. As a result, some important benefits of agile development are not achieved.

ATDD promises to change this and I experienced that this promise can become true. One of the
main reasons is that with ATDD, the user needs are not elaborated into functional designs that in
turn are used as the basis to define the test cases. With ATDD, the test cases actually are the
functional design and most of the system design phase, which is a big part of the effort needed
to build a system, can be skipped.

www.cgi.com
https://twitter.com/cschotanus
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The application of ATDD provides many benefits:
• Common understanding: the development team, the product owner and the stakeholders

agree on what will be developed. There is no “that’s not what I meant”.
• Clear acceptance criteria: The software is accepted if all tests (examples) are passed.
• Implicit and living documentation: The test cases are the documentation. In case of a

change, the test cases will be changed first.
• Easy automatable test cases: There are open source and commercial testing tools that are

able to automate the execution of the examples.
• Regression tests maintained implicitly: The test cases are executed in every cycle.

Common understanding

"The hardest single part of building a software system is deciding precisely what to build.
• No other part of the conceptual work is as difficult as establishing the detailed technical

requirements
• No other part of the work so cripples the resulting system if done wrong.
• No other part is as difficult to rectify later" Fred Brooks

One of the most difficult processes in IT development is to make clear what you exactly want
and expect. In a sequential approach, information is often transferred to another person: from
the business analyst to the designer, from the designer to the developer, etc. As we know, this
often leads to a qualitatively well developed system delivered after a long period of building and
testing, but which does not exactly fulfills the business needs.

We try to improve this with agile development by defining and developing in short cycles,
knowing that after each cycle the ideas of the business may change, also because of the outcome
of that cycle. This can lead to changes in the system. We can however still witness a lot of
information handover moments in agile teams.

A way to eliminate these handover moments is to elaborate the requirements, design the solution
and define the acceptance criteria in one process in which people from all disciplines (business,
design, development and test) are involved. This process takes place during the backlog
refinement sessions. During these sessions, the team elaborates each user story in cooperation
with the product owner and other stakeholders, if needed. In this process the product owner
explains what the business really needs and all participants should clearly understand that. The
result of the refinement of a user story is that all participants in the meeting have common
understanding and expectations. The business will know what will be delivered and the team
will know what to create.

Let’s have a look at an example: you are involved in the development of an online system that
allows members of an Air Miles Loyalty system to use credits that they earn when they fly with
an airline. After the member has saved enough credits, he or she can use the online system to
book a flight and travel for free. In order to be able to book the flight, the member must logon to
the system. The first user story could be:
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Figure 2. A typical user story on a card

This is the information that the team has when refinement starts, but it is certainly not clear what
the business exactly needs. Thus the team and the product owner will discuss this user story to
define the business rules. The result of this discussion could give us two rules:

Figure 3. Acceptance Criteria on the flip side of the user story card

Clear acceptance criteria

“One of the most effective ways of specifying something is to describe (in detail) how you would
accept (test) it if someone gave it to you.” Bill Hetzel.

During the refinement session, the product owner and stakeholders have defined the business
rules that are not exactly SMART (Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic and Time
bound). These rules are not specific enough for the developer to use as a design and for the
tester to test. The next step is to define the details of these rules. To achieve that right level of
detail, the team and the product owner discuss how the rule will be tested. The easiest way to do
this is by asking the product owner and business to give examples of situations that occur when
the rule applies. Let’s discuss the first rule of figure 3:

Developer: “Explain how a user will be allowed to enter the online site”
Product Owner: “Well, when a person enters a correct user id JohnWhite and correct Password
JW_87&68 he will be allowed to enter”
Developer: “How will this person be acknowledged?”
Product Owner: “He or she will see a message that says Login OK”
Tester: “OK, now look at the invalid situations: what the if UserId is correct and the Password is
not”
Product Owner: “He or she will see a message that says Invalid UID or Password”
Tester: “What other incorrect situations do you see that must be handled?”
Product Owner: “see table below” and he will fill in the table as shown in figure 4
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Figure 4. Rule details

The acceptance criterion for the first rule is that the delivered software must execute
successfully all examples in figure 4. At the same time, the rules and the examples give enough
(functional) documentation to build and test the function as the business in not really interested
in how things are implemented. This is a very important advantage of ATDD: since the business
rules are specified using examples, you don't need additional functional specifications, You can
skip the functional design phase, which saves a lot of time and money.

Implicit and living documentation

“Working software over comprehensive documentation” is one of the statements in the Agile
Manifesto. This statement is often misinterpreted as “we do not create system documentation
since it will surely be outdated after the next iteration”. And yes, it may be the case that
documentation is hard to maintain, but we must not forget that documentation is important,
especially for future maintenance.

When we apply ATDD, the business rules and test cases can be used as the documentation of
the function that will be created. The rules describe what the function does and the test cases
how it does it. This implies that whenever the function needs to be changed, the product owner
and the team (even a completely new team) will go through the same refinement process using
the existing business rules and test cases as input.

Any changes made to the function will be reflected in the changed business rules and test cases
and therefore, documentation is always up-to-date and in most situations no additional
documentation is needed.

Easy automatable test cases

Another advantage of ATDD is that the automation of test execution is relatively easy. A
developer acting as a test engineer will setup the test environment to execute the examples as
acceptance tests in parallel with development. This means that he or she creates automated
functions that will perform the actions to test, using the data from the examples.

For this purpose, the developer uses a keyword driven test automation environment in which
keyword scripts are created for each function that must be tested. These scripts will be run once
for every example using the data from the example. For the table in figure 4, the keyword script
will run six times. When all examples are executed correctly and without errors, the function is
accepted and the development of the next function can begin.
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This approach makes it possible to run the test cases from day one at any time. This is an
important aspect of true agile development: testing is executed continuously and not during a
separate system test at the end of the iteration. As a result, the software that is checked in into
the repository is free from programming errors and functionally correct, so it is possible to
integrate it with other units and even deploy the system any time the business needs it.

Regression tests maintained implicitly

The creation and maintenance of the regression tests is an additional task that is often neglected.
Moreover, when an initial regression test set is ever created, it is often not maintained as it
should, thus becoming less and less relevant.

With ATDD, every function is described in test cases and every test case is automated and
added to the regression test set. When the system has to be changed, following a change in
business needs or another reason, the test cases will be changed first. During the development,
the automation of the test cases will be changed too and thus every test case is ready to be
included in the regression test. In fact, during each and every build of the software, the
automated test will run and implicitly and the regression test will be executed too.

Implementation

You can apply the ATDD approach described above rather easily and without much efforts.
There are two main aspects to take into account: the change from the old design process and a
different approach to test and automated test execution.

Change of the process

Most of the people I know are used to more or less a separation between design, build and test,
even in agile development processes. ATDD merges these activities. If you want to apply
ATDD, the members of the team have to change their way of working. The product owner and
all team members are involved in the functional and test design process. This implies that these
people will have to be trained to use this approach and broaden their expertise.

Beware, training alone is certainly not enough! Coaching on the job will be as important. I have
seen teams where all team members were trained, but due a to lack of coaching, the
implementation of the process was not successful. This leads to several disappointments:
unmotivated people, lack of documentation (the team members were promised that there was no
need for it) and no improvements in the functional quality of software.

Change to automated test execution

We usually apply automated test execution during regression testing. With ATDD, we automate
the test execution right from the start, integrated into the daily build and integration process.
This means two things: the test cases are written in an “automatable” format and the automation
scripts are created as soon as the test cases are defined.

To achieve this, you need developers who are able to create test automation scripts. People who
also develop the application often do this automation activity. This has an impact on the velocity
of the team. The people who create the test cases (testers, business analysts) will have to get
used to the special format that is used, a format that is readable by anyone involved and which
can easily be automated. This change too demands people to be well trained, guided and
coached.
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An ATDD-enabled test tool must be selected and installed. There are many commercial and
open source tools available that support ATDD automated test execution. Therefore it is
recommended to define a test tool selection process to choose the best tool for the specific
situation. Even if a tool is not available yet, ATDD can be applied. In this situation, the test
cases must be executed manually. This is not an ideal situation, but on the other end during the
period that the team executes the test cases manually, they can define detailed requirements for
the tool selection.

Summary

ATDD, also known as Specification by Example, is a relatively easy yet powerful approach to
(agile) software development. It supports the process in many ways and during various phases
of software delivery: requirements elicitation, functional design, test design, test execution and
acceptance.

Because of the joint effort during refinement, it becomes quite clear what the business
requirements are and how these requirements should be implemented. There is no
misunderstanding regarding the acceptance criteria. ATDD reduces the effort needed for
acceptance testing by the business since the team can execute the majority of the acceptance
tests.

During the actual software development, it becomes possible to continuously determine the
quality of the system (both technically and functionally), which enables a continuous integration
and delivery process. The result of this approach is an improved design, shorter test process and
fewer failures (either design or code) in the production environment. This is when iterative
waterfall development really becomes agile.

This sounds easy and it can be if all people involved in the development of software (business,
stakeholders and development team) are well trained and experienced in applying ATDD. In the
beginning, this will require additional investment in training, coaching and support from ATDD
experts. This additional investment provides a shorter overall development time (functional and
test design are merged to one activity) and first-time-right delivery to the business. There will be
no more “this is not what I expected” complaints anymore and no more rework.
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Conducting a Kano Study with Remote Users

Daniel Zacarias, http://foldingburritos.com/, @listentodaniel

There will always be much more feature ideas than those we are able to build. They come from
many different sources: stakeholders, users, your team and yourself. We can look at them
through different lenses and try to prioritize what we work on based on that. Still, there is an
underlying motivation that drives us: we all want to create software products that delight our
users. It’s only by continuously doing so that we get to stay in business.

However, how do we measure satisfaction and delight? What do these things even mean and
how do they behave? More concretely, how can we know how customers will feel towards a
given set of features?

Fortunately, there is a pretty popular model for doing just that: the Kano Model. In this article,
I’ll share with you a practical approach on how to conduct a Kano study with remote users (the
ones we have on most web and mobile applications.)

Before we dive into that, I’ll first describe the model for those who are unfamiliar with it.

The Kano Model

Noriaki Kano [1], a Japanese researcher and consultant, published a paper in 1984 [2] with a set
of ideas and techniques that help us determine our customers’ (and prospects’) satisfaction with
product features. These ideas are commonly called the Kano Model and are based upon the
following premises:

• Customers’ Satisfaction with our product’s features depends on the level of Functionality
that is provided (how much or how well they’re implemented);

• Features can be classified into four categories;

• You can determine how customers feel about a feature through a questionnaire.

1. Satisfaction vs. Functionality

Kano proposes two dimensions to represent how customers feel about our products:

• one that goes from total satisfaction (also called Delight and Excitement) to total
dissatisfaction (or Frustration);

• and another called Investment, Sophistication or Implementation, which represents how
much of a given feature the customer gets, how well we’ve implemented it, or how much
we’ve invested in its development.

2. The Four Categories of Features

Features can fall into four categories, depending on how customers react to the provided level of
Functionality.

http://foldingburritos.com/
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Performance

Some product features behave as what we might intuitively think that Satisfaction works: the
more we provide, the more satisfied our customers become.

Must-be 

Other product features are simply expected by customers. If the product doesn’t have them, it
will be considered to be incomplete or just plain bad. This type of features is usually called
Must-be or Basic Expectations.

Attractive 

There are unexpected features which, when presented, cause a positive reaction. These are
usually called Attractive, Exciters or Delighters.

Indifferent

Naturally, there are also features towards which we feel indifferent. Those which their presence
(or absence) doesn’t make a real difference in our reaction towards the product.

3. Determining how customers feel through a questionnaire

In order to uncover our customer’s perceptions towards the product’s attributes, we need to use
the Kano questionnaire. It consists of a pair of questions for each feature we want to evaluate:

• One asks our customers how they feel if they have the feature;

• The other asks how they feel if they did not have the feature.
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The first and second questions are respectively called the functional and dysfunctional forms. To
each “how do you feel if you had / did not have this feature”, the possible answers are:
• I like it
• I expect it
• I am neutral
• I can tolerate it
• I dislike it

For each answer-pair, we use this table to determine the category where the respondents falls,
letting us know how he or she feels about the feature.

From the individual responses and resulting categories you can go into two levels of analysis:

• Discrete: each answer-pair is classified using the table above and feature’s category will be
the most frequent across all respondents;

• Continuous: each functional and dysfunctional answer gets a numerical score, which can
then be averaged over all respondents and plotted on a 2D graph.

As a general rule of thumb, features should be prioritized such that this order is followed: Must-
Be > Performance > Attractive > Indifferent.

One important addition to the Kano methodology, suggested by multiple teams [3] is to include
another question after the functional/dysfunctional pair. This question asks customers how
important a given feature is to them.

Having this piece of information is very useful to distinguish features among each other and
know which are most relevant to customers. It gives you a tool to separate big features from
small ones and how they impact your customer’s decisions on the product.
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The self-stated importance question may be asked in the following format: “How important is it
or would it be if: <requirement>?”. For example, “How important is it or would it be if:
exporting videos always takes less than 10 seconds?”.

Responses should be in the form of a scale from 1 to 9, going from Not at all important to
Extremely important.

There are a lot more details that are worth exploring about this method. If you’re interested,
head over to the extensive, in-depth guide to the Kano model I wrote [4].

Using the Kano Model with remote users

In this section we’ll go over a practical approach and set of tools you can use to conduct your
very own Kano analysis. The process is composed of 3 steps, which are described next.

Step 1: Choose your target features and users

You’re probably working on some new features and ideas for your next product release. Out of
those, some may be internal or supporting functionality for other teams like Marketing or
Accounting. Other feature ideas will of course be intended for your final users. There is not a
right or wrong answer when it comes to the mix of internal and external features you consider;
any product team will have different goals and constraints.

Since this model applies to how users feel about product attributes, we should only use it for
externally visible features (those with which users will be able to interact.) From this group,
pick (up to) 5 features; there is no need to analyze more on your first go at this. You should
pick features that were already likely candidates for development, as to avoid wasting your time
on things you already know don’t add value to the product.

Next, you should define the user segments that each of these features target. The way some user
feels about a feature will be directly related to how relevant it is in his or her context of using
your product. When the product targets multiple segments, it’s important to perform the Kano
study and analysis for each feature with the proper group of intended users.

Aim to pick around 10 users for each group. Just as with the number of features, it’s best to
start with smaller user groups and work your way up, if needed (this will depend on how
scattered the final results end up being.)
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If you’re using Intercom [5] or Mixpanel [6], it will be very easy to select a subset of your
customers within your target. Then, you should export their basic information into a CSV or
Spreadsheet file (I’ll explain why in a second.) Here is how this might look on Intercom:

Step 2: Get the (best possible) data from your customers

There are two parts to this step:
• Defining the questions to ask our users, customers or prospects;
• Creating and distributing the survey to gather responses.

Defining the questions

The traditional Kano study is based on asking a set of text-based questions describing some
product benefit (not a feature), and then asking people to reply.

However, Jan Moorman tested it and reported [7] having much better results when doing the
questionnaire just after users have interacted with some prototype. This is because it’s easy to
run into problems in how you phrase the question and how users interpret what you mean.
Complimenting the text with something more concrete leads to a better understanding of the
benefit by the user and how it might be implemented as a feature.

If you work on a software product, you probably have wireframes or mockups for your ideas
and feature specifications. If you do, you already have the basis for the “question” to present to
your respondents. What you need is to make those wireframes or mockups interactive (if
they aren’t already).

Using a tool like Balsamiq [8] or InVision [9], link your wireframes together so they’re
interactive. This will make the feature come alive for the user and help overcome any problems
in your question’s wording. Take a look at how this works, both exporting directly from
Balsamiq [10] and when using InVision [11]. In this case I have used the same mockups for
both examples, but InVision also lets you use visual artifacts produced by designers. Here is
another example [12] of the power of InVision, if you’re not familiar with the tool.
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Then, the “question” you ask customers is composed of:

• a description of the benefit;

• a ‘demo’ of the feature(s) that provide it;

• the actual question and answering options.

The way to present this question will depend on the type of tools you use, as we’ll see in the
next section.

Creating and distributing the survey

In order to get the input you want from target users, you need to:

Contact them
Analytics and customer communication tools (like the aforementioned Mixpanel and Intercom)
usually have features to contact users directly. This is the most straightforward way to do it, but
of course any email tool will also work.

Provide context
Respondents need a short explanation of the survey’s goal, answer format and what they need to
do. This context can be given in the email, in-app message you send them or in the survey you
send out. You should very briefly describe the goal of the feature, provide a link to the
interactive mockups and ask the user to come back to the survey. A nice touch could be adding a
special note at the “end” of your interactive wireframe, asking users to close that tab and go
back to the survey.

Capture their responses
To get responses from our target users, the obvious choice is to go for a survey tool. For this,
it’s preferable to use a Google Form [13] because of two reasons: it sends results straight to a
spreadsheet (which comes handy on step 3) and it allows you to have a field pre-filled by using
an URL parameter.

This is important because we need a customer identifier (like their email), so we can later know
which users have responded and the segment to which they belong. Most email and customer
communication tools let you add variables to the links that are being sent out, avoiding the need
for users to manually add this piece of information.
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Here is how to do this using Intercom and Google Forms:

1. Select the intended users and add some context to explain what you’re asking of them.

2. Head over to Google Forms, to get the base URL to send out [14] (use a dummy email
address for this.) If you don’t already have a form, here is an example form [15] you can
duplicate and adapt for yourself. When you’re done, get the sharing link.

3. Now head to your customer communication tool and use the dynamic field feature, and
prepare the rest of the message. It could look like this:
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4. When the user clicks on the link, they’ll get the form already filled in with their own email.

One final note regarding this step. If you’re expecting each user to give feedback on multiple
features, you need to decide (and experiment) around two possible models:
• One survey for all features – each feature would have a question-set in the survey, and link

to the appropriate interactive demo. The risk here is that it’s an all or nothing approach: if
users don’t go through all features in the survey, you get no answer at all;

• Multiple surveys, one per feature – in the message that gets sent to users, you list every
feature and provide a link for each survey. The risk here is that it’s more confusing for users
and they might miss a feature or drop out from the process without giving you a full set of
answers.

Step 3: Analyze the Results

After gathering enough replies, you can now proceed to the analysis step. I put together an
Excel spreadsheet that can get you started in your analysis [16]. It does the following for you:
• From each response (functional, dysfunctional and importance), calculates the discrete

category, functional and dysfunctional scores;
• Calculates each feature’s discrete and continuous Kano categorization;
• Automatically stack ranks features based on potential dissatisfaction, satisfaction and

importance;
• Draws a scatter plot graph that shows each feature’s positioning, relative importance as well

as data variance through error bars.

Here is how it works:
• Add your user’s details (from step 1), in the ‘Users’ sheet. It has 3 columns for User Id

(usually email), Name and Segment.
• List the features you’re evaluating in this study in the ‘Features’ sheet.
• Export responses from the Google Form and paste results into the ‘Responses’ sheet. Note

the field order the analysis spreadsheets expects, and also that each
Functional/Dysfunctional answer should be one of: “I like it”, “I expect it”, “I am neutral”,
“I can tolerate it”, “I dislike it”
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When you’ve followed these steps, you can go the ‘Results’ sheet and you will see something
like this:

At this point, you can also easily play with the data, make some pivot tables and start drilling
into the details.

Although it would be great if we could do this process from a single tool, this is a very viable
solution to get to a Kano-based suggested prioritization based on feedback from remote users. I
hope you give it a try and find it useful.
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Managing Beyond Projects - #NoProjects

Allan Kelly, http://www.allankelly.net, @allankellynet

"Practical men, who believe themselves to be quite exempt from any intellectual influence, are
usually the slaves of some defunct economist." John Maynard Keynes

Keynes was talking long before there was a software industry but his words still ring true. Too
many practical men (and women) are today slaves to the project model of software
development. The inadequacies of the project model condemn development initiatives,
programmers and companies to failure.

If you’ve been following the #NoEstimates hashtag you’ll have noticed that #NoEstimates has a
suspicious sibling which raises its head from time to time, #NoProjects. For better or worse I
have probably become the individual most closely associated with #NoProjects, although I
hasten to add that I share parenthood with Steve Smith (@agilestevesmith) and Joshua Arnold
(@joshuajames).

While the inadequacy of "projects" for software development, and especially agile software
development, has been apparent for some time, the model is now hindering improvement.
Advances brought on by Agile development, such as continuous delivery, have now reached the
point where the project model is itself an impediment to the development of software.

Steve, Josh and myself independently came to the same conclusion about the same time.
Although interestingly the three of us critiqued the projected model from different position:
failure to maximise value, failure to minimise risk and failure to adequately portray the software
lifecycle. Over the last couple of years these strands have entangled and I can no longer tell
which of us was responsible for which bit!

In this article I’d like to run through the failings of the project model and sketch an alternative.

Show me the money

Consider the well-known success troika for projects:

• On schedule delivery

• On budget delivery

• On quality delivery

Think about this list of criteria, can you see identify a problem with these criteria?

This particular troika dominates project thinking. But something is missing.

Look closely. Can you see it?

Value.

These "success" criteria do not consider the value of the solution.

http://www.allankelly.net/
https://twitter.com/allankellynet
https://twitter.com/agilestevesmith
https://twitter.com/joshuajames
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Value is usually taken to mean dollars, euros, sterling, a hard number. However it is better to
consider value more generally as "business benefit" i.e. the benefit delivered to the organization
sponsoring the development effort. Each development effort should be clear about what
constitutes benefit to their organization. For most of organizations benefit will be money, profit,
dollars, pounds or some other currency. But benefit might be measured some other way. For a
charity it might be how many people have clean drinking water, for a hospital it might be lives
saved and for a school it could be attainment grades.

(Strictly speaking the terms "value" and "benefit" are different: "value" implies a hard number,
"benefit" is a better description because "benefit" allows for non-financial outcomes. In general
conversation the two are synonymous. But, perhaps because a hard number or because value is
shorter to write and say, "value" tends to be used more.)

Those who worship at the alter of projects would have us believe that delivering on schedule,
budget and quality will unlock the value promised by the project. After all, isn’t that why a
companies require business cases before work on the project began?

In fact two assumptions underlay the project model and these criteria:

• Benefit is known before work starts (which implies the benefit is knowable in advance.)

• There is no value in flexibility.

(Leave aside the question of how one knows what the value is and whether determining that
benefit should have been part of the project in the first place.)

In a world where computing power doubles every two years, where both technology and
business are in a constant state of flux and where every loft and garage seems to contain a
disruptive start-up is it really possible to know the benefit of work in advance?

Projects set out to deliver predetermined functionality in a pre-determined time with pre-
determined resources. Modern business is constantly changing, indeed the tension between
business’s desire for predictability and the simultaneous demand for flexibility undermines
teams.

(In fact one of these criteria is itself ambiguous: quality. Some versions of the success troika say
"requested feature" while others say "required quality." Some people even equate quality with
features, as if more features makes for better software. A discussion of software quality is worth
an essay in its own right but I must save that for another day.)

It gets worse.

These faulty assumptions lead to the faulty success criteria. These simple, concrete, success
criteria become the goal of the work rather than the original goals. The original goals are often
hard to define, hard to attain, they are often intangible and difficult to measure. Far easier then
to focus on the success troika.

Sociologist Robert Merton coined the term "Goal Displacement" to describe just this scenario.
Rather than focus on the real goal of work - to deliver business benefit - work is focused on
satisfying the success troika. People shelter behind these proxy aims and manage work towards
the wrong goal. Organizations, processes and even job roles are designed to deliver lower value
tangible goals instead of higher value intangible goals.
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One shouldn’t blame managers for this situation, all of us - even me! - at times give in to goal
displacement. Rather than pursue the real goal, which might be difficult to achieve, people focus
on some proxy. Unfortunately in chasing the proxy they miss the real goal.

Back in 2006 Professor John Ward at Cranfield University in the UK published a survey of IT
managers in the UK and Benelux countries ("Delivering value from IS and IT investments"):

• 70% of managers believed they were failing to identify and quantify the benefits adequately.

• 38% of managers openly admitted to overstating project benefits in order to obtain funding.
(One has to wonder about the other 62% who because of their honesty are less likely to get
their genuine projects funded.)

• 80% of managers reported that the review and evaluation of completed projects is also
inadequate due to the focus on whether the project achieved cost, time and quality objectives
and not on whether the intended benefits are realized.

While the first two points are incriminating in their own right it is the third which it proves the
damage of the traditional project success criteria: in effect 80% of managers see the traditional
project success criteria as an obstacle.

This survey was conducted 10 years ago but these seems little reason to believe that a similar
survey conducted today be much different. Certainly anecdotal reports suggest the situation is
no better.

Extracting value

Look again at the thing that called "a project". The aim of the project originators is to create
value by delivering the project. Goal displacement occurs in the gap between value
identification and delivery because the goals of each activity are not the same as the overall
goal:

• Success in value identification means identifying and communicating potential business
value, and then getting a delivery project launched.

• Success in delivery means satisfying the success troika of schedule, cost and quality.

Yet the overall goal is to deliver value to the business, customers and users.

These activities need to be brought together in value seeking teams. Even where these activities
are kept separate a value seeking delivery team can, within some limits, deliver more value than
a team which focuses on the success troika.

Viewed through the lens that the agile software movement: a project is actually a number of
units of work which will hopefully deliver value. Some of these might deliver value sooner and
some later. Some may require more work and some less. Some deliver lots of value and some
less. Some are time dependent - and loose value quickly - others are not, the value they generate
remains the same whenever delivered.

In other words: a project is a large batch of things - lets call them features - each of which
should contribute towards value. Since the world is still in motion and technology is changing
the value of each item, and even the cost of each item, is in a constant state of flux.
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Viewing a project as a large batch of work items makes it easy to apply return on investment,
cost of delay and cost-benefit analysis at the item level rather than the project level. The project
delivers the first large batch of work, but requests keep on coming, some more valuable some
less. Just because the value was not seen before a particular "sign-off" date does not make it
worth less.

Once individual items have their own value then each becomes independent. Creation, delivery
and, most-importantly, post-delivery evaluation can occur even before work starts on other
requests. This creates another feedback loop which can help refine requests and decide what to
do next.

Figure 1 - 3 Feedback loops

Most agile teams will undertake a regular "show and tell" to obtain feedback on what they have
built. The better teams have a second feedback loop, a retrospective to improve their own
working. Relatively few teams implement the third feedback loop to ascertain the value and
benefit that they are delivering. Focus on the success troika renders this loop redundant, even
dangerous.

It shouldn’t be surprising if that sounds familiar. The feedback idea is embedded in iterations,
Deming’s plan-do-check-act cycle and the Lean Startup build-measure-learn loop. What is less
obvious is that such thinking is incompatible with the idea of a project which has a fixed amount
of work and fixed dates. Project thinking discounts learning which happens after a "start date"
and disparage’s learning which endangers the notional "end date."

Requirements list frequently contain requests left over from previous work and "just in case"
requests. When teams become value seeking, looking at the benefit of work requests and
checking the value delivered then some, if not many, of the original project work requests will
prove to be past their sell by date.
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When teams become value seeking the project model breaks down. There is no guarantee that
the initial work requests will get delivered, new ideas are encouraged and end dates become
meaningless - why end if you can still deliver competitive value?

"Failure" becomes an important option. Why should a team continue working if it cannot deliver
value?

A value seeking team fails when it delivers less value than it costs to operate. When this
happens, the team may well reorientates itself and change their approach. A "failure" is a
message and an opportunity to change, to pivot. If the team cannot find value then it should
wind itself up.

Contrast this with a team focused on the success troika. They need not worry about whether
their work delivers value. Their success is measured on schedule, cost and delivered items.
Failure is a black mark which occurs when schedule slips, costs overrun or deliveries don’t
measure up.

The notion of "failure" becomes subjective. "Failure" is simply a label applied to stories that are
told to explain what happened.

For example, imagine a traditional team which starts value seeking. The team starts a "project" -
a pre-selected batch of requirement requests that is thought valuable. After a few weeks they
find there is no value in this work and decide to abort the project. Is this a success or failure?

On traditional success criteria it has failed. But based on value - in this case costs not incurred in
the pursuit of pointless work - the team has been a successful.

Today good "agile" teams often follow this model within the confines of the project model and
project language. One might argue that: "if the teams are doing the right thing then what does it
matter what words get used?" But the existence of the project mindset outside of these teams
frequently hinders such team. More importantly the project mindset, and language, creates
dissonance and tensions between the different groups operating on different mental models.

This tension becomes most apparent when governance and portfolio continues to be based on
the project model. Teams success - even continued existence - is judged by criteria which are
inappropriate.

Increasing value, reducing risk

Breaking projects down to their component pieces has another benefit. Not only does value
increase but risk is reduced. Rather than projects being all or nothing end dates, do-or-not-do,
with most risk at the end (tail loaded), the risk gets spread over a wider set of features and
deliverables and time.

Imagine a project manager embarking on project A. The project is valued at $1,000,000 and his
analysis tells him there is a 30% risk of failure. Thus the weighted risk is $300,000. To keep
things simple I’ll assume value and risk are spread equally across the whole project.

Now suppose he splits the project into two, project B worth $500,000 carries half the risk, 15%,
and project C carries the other half of the value and risk. Now the weighted risk is: ($500,000 x
15%) + ($500,000 x 15%) = $75,000 + $75,000 = $150,000, i.e. risk is halved.
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Next split the same work into five equal pieces, each of value $200,000 with 6% of the risk,
$12,000 per piece. Now the total risk is $12,000 x 5 = $60,000. The greater the number of
pieces the risk gets spread over the lower the total risk.

Figure 2 - Reduce risk by spreading it over more deliverables.

Bundling more work into projects may look like it good but it increases risk.

Projects don’t fit software development

Clear the project model of management is a poor fit for software development but there is one
more piece of evidence to consider:

"The PMI [Project Management Institute] defines a project by its two key characteristics: it is
temporary and undertaken to create a product, service, or result that is unique."

And the PRINCE2 handbook - a UK Government sponsored standard - contains the following
definition of a project:

"A temporary organization that is needed to produce a unique and predefined outcome or result
at a pre-specified time using predetermined resources.

The problem is: projects are intended for temporary endeavours. The key characteristic of
projects is: projects end. However software doesn’t end, software which is successful is
continues to change.

Software which has users will receive change requests: requests to fix problems, enhance the
software and update it for changing business problems.

Software which is used will need to be moved to new technologies: new operating systems, new
devices, the infrastructure it is built on will change and will need the software to change.
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How much software that was never suppose to change again continues to change? Introduction
of the Euro and the Y2K problem 16 years ago saw millions of lines of old code examined and
changes. How much of this supposedly "finished" software is still in use today? How much is
still changing?

Software is part of our infrastructure. Government social security systems and bank payment
systems are the bridges and highways of the modern world. The world changes and our software
must change.

Visit SourceForge, look at the products which get the most downloads, they also have recent
changes applied. Look at the software which nobody downloads, in most cases it won't have
changed for months or years. Software which gets used demands change.

The only software which doesn’t change is dead software.

Stopping software from changing is a fast way to kill it.

Treating software development as a temporary endeavour kills it.

Regarding software as temporary also means the teams which create it get regarded as
temporary. Such teams get disbanded at "the end". The developers scatter to the four winds and
with them the shared understanding and knowledge of how the software works and how to
change it gets lost.

Disbanding performing teams is worse than vandalism, I call it "corporate psychopathy".

Actually, although project managers and corporations run a mental model of temporary teams
such teams are often kept together in defiance to the project model. Conflict arises because the
model - and perhaps the business assumptions built on the model - is different to "the real
world."

The temporary but not temporary tension creates more damaging conflict. A mental model
based on "temporary" leads to short cuts and quality compromises which impedes later work.

Ironically, deadlines are useful, deadlines are a great way of organizing work, creating focus and
motivating people. Artificial end dates positioned at unnatural times damage software quality.

Rather than ask "How long will this take?" ask "What is the date of maximum value?" and then
"What can we build to capture as much of that value as possible?" Effort estimation may have a
role in the discussion but it is secondary to business imperatives. Business dates should drive
work, not effort estimates.

The quality problem

Predicating thinking on a faulty model has consequences. Perhaps the most damaging
consequence of applying the project model to software is the creation of a quality problem.

The idea that project is a temporary undertaking is highly corrosive because it leads to short-
term thinking. Because the project will be "done" one day and the aim is meeting a date. Any
shortcut which reduces time is seen positively. Such short cuts frequently damage quality - bugs
go unfixed, refactoring remains undone and "technical debt" piles up.
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Thinking about what comes after the project gets discounted. Remaining issues and problems
get left for follow on "projects" and teams to deal with. Any consideration given to these issues
is a luxury which gets dropped all too easily.

Unfortunately making these cuts is very damaging for the technical team building the product.
As engineers, many of these individuals will feel good when they do a "good job". Conversely,
they loose motivation when asked to cut corners. Once motivation is gone a vicious circle
begins, productivity falls, project thinking leads to more quality reductions to get back on
schedule, work becomes more difficult - as developers work around bugs and poor design -
motivation falls further and success becomes ever more distant.

A friend of mine visited a company where the project manager focused almost exclusively on
the end date. She was constantly on the lookout for ways to shorten the schedule. But when it
came to release time the same manager complained the technical team didn’t want to work late
or put in extra effort to make the release happen.

Is it any surprise if after months of being asked to cut-corners and endure compromises that
engineers shrug their shoulders at crunch times and when problems arise?

Language problems

There are plenty of project aficionados who, if they have read this far, will object to many of the
points I have made so far. They will correctly say:
• "Project managers do allow requirements to change, they do not stick doggedly to the initial

requests". This is true, although not universal; there are plenty of project managers who
accept that requirements change as they go.

• "Project managers do not needlessly disband team, they will fight to keep teams together".
And again they are right - although again not universally so. Many project managers
recognise that teams do projects, often on the same code base or product, and there is a
similar project right behind this one.

• "Project managers are not stupid about value, they will seek out value and will sacrifice
schedule, features and fight for resources if they think they can improve value". Yet again
they are right - although yet again this stance is not universal.

In fact, plenty of enlightened project managers will find a way of doing the right thing no matter
what project doctrine says they should do. But now there is another problem.

If project managers don’t follow project doctrine then what do they follow? What do they
manage?

If project don’t doggedly stick to PMI and PRINCE2 type definitions of what "a project is" then
what exactly is a project? And why are these people called "project managers"?

And if none of these conditions holds true then why are project managers trained in these
definitions and approaches? What is the profession based on?

There is another conflict: between on the one hand what projects should be, the criteria used to
recruit project managers, the training they receive and the tools they are given, and then, on the
other hand, what happens "in the real world." The work of a good project manager can be quite
different to the training they receive to do and the model that they should adhere to.
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Intelligent individuals who hold project management positions can be placed in impossible
positions. Their training and professional institutions, their employer, its processes and structure
can conflict with the right actions. Is it any wonder that project managers get a bad press when
they are placed in such conflicted positions?

It is not just project managers who encounter tension between what a project should be and what
it frequently is. When I present the PMI definition to developers I am sometimes told: "I never
knew that is what a project was." For a developer a project may well be a code base, or a project
file that describes the build order, or just a menu option, "File->New->Project->Java."

Maybe the people who are called "project managers" would be better called "development
managers." In which case, why not train these people to manage software development? Why
not give them a mental model that works rather than one which is crippled?

The word "project" does not have universal meaning. Perhaps because the PMI style project
model is such a bad fit for software development the term "project" has multiple meanings in
our industry.

However the lack of common meaning itself creates tension. With a different definition come
different success criteria which in turn imply different courses of action and outcomes. For
example:
• If a project is source code base then success may mean longevity and code quality; failure

would mean code nobody wants to work on.
• If a project is a stream of ongoing work then success means happy customers and continued

investment; failure would be falling customer numbers and reduced investment.
• If a project is a value seeking team working on a business opportunity success is value

delivered and improved business processes or products; failure would be reoccurring costs
greater than the returned value.

How one defines "a project" determines how success and failure are assessed. When different
team members use different definitions there is no shared goal.

Many teams work not so much on projects as "false projects": development endeavours which
use the language of projects but do not follow the project model. Language that should bring
shared understanding brings conflict and confusion.

If any project aficionado has read this far they may well be screaming "you are talking about
product oriented companies!" Educated project managers recognise that an alternative model of
an ongoing product which does not conform to the project model. They are right, the world I
describe is a product world but… the project model has become de rigueur in organizations and
is applied almost universally. Even organizations which recognise themselves as product
operations employ project managers.

Many organizations and teams are already beyond projects but they retain the language,
paraphernalia and fripperies of projects (e.g. employees with the title of "Project Manager").
The project model complicates straight thinking. Removing the language and model actually
simplifies reasoning and managing.
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Diseconomies of scale

Part of the problem with projects is that they are, almost by definition, large pieces of work. The
administration of creating a project, getting it approved, bringing the resources together, making
the resources work together effectively, and then at the end unwinding all the temporary
structures means the project model only makes sense when projects are large.

Companies like projects, projects imply change and change implies growth. This is much more
attractive than "business as usual." But the need for project to be large means small is not an
option. Unfortunately, software development lacks economies of scale. Time and time again
doing things in the small is more efficient than doing them in the big.

Economies of scale exist when buying milk in the local supermarket. A two-litre carton will cost
less than buying two one-litre cartons. The thinking permeates each and everyone of us whether
one studied it or not, economies of scale thinking is everywhere.

Yet economies of scale are rare in software development. Instead, diseconomies of scale are
common. Large teams are less productive per day than small teams, changing (and fixing) 1,000
line program is far easier than the same change in a 100,000 line program, multiple small stories
get delivered faster a single big one. Experience of work in progress limits shows that doing less
at any one time gets more done overall.

Software is cheapest in small quantities. One litre of software is less than half the price of two
litres.

Small cartons of software are cheaper and less risky
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In part the big-batch projects are an attempt to maximise the value of the most precious limited
resource: senior management time. Getting time with a senior manager is difficult, their interests
in discussing anything less than $10m negligible. So why bother them with small pieces of
work? You are more likely to get a few minutes of their time to approve a $10m project than to
discuss 100 $100,000 pieces of work.

For software development to exploit the rampant diseconomies of scale, decision authority
needs devolving downward so small decisions get made efficiently when needed rather than
batched up into single big decisions.

How do we get out of this mess?

Despite all these problems, and despite the need for a big fix, there are some things that
individuals can do now to improve the situation.

1. Stop staying "project"

Simply ridding yourself of the language of project is a good start. The word itself causes
confusion because it brings assumptions and models into play which are not true. So stop using
the vocabulary of projects.

Where the vocabulary cannot be removed, the different parties need to agree what is meant by
the term "project." (It may help to invent new language to describe what the team does.) In
defining what a "project", is it helps to agree shared success criteria - rather than having each
individual make their own assumptions.

2. Public success criteria

For any work your team is undertaking be sure the objectives and success criteria are clear. Go
further and make sure these are very public - post these objectives on a wall where everyone can
see them!

When goals are intangible teams need to find ways to make them tangible. Conversations about
benefits and value need to continue throughout the work, because the goal itself is hard to pin
down.

3. Collections of small things

Stop seeing "projects" as large all or nothing endeavours, instead see them as a collection of lots
of little things.

4. Value estimates

For each of these little things, have a statement or estimate of value. Estimates are good enough
here, they can drive prioritisation. Once you have a value on the work item, consider how the
value may change over time, if you do it sooner does it add value? How does value change
when work gets delayed?

When value estimates are in place, you can also start to evaluate the post delivery result to
create another feedback loop. Use the results of this feedback to calibrate future value estimates.
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These suggestions might not come as a surprise to those versed in Agile. They parallel advice
that has circulated for years. However here I am applying the advice at the next level up. Rather
than thinking of "agile project" and doing all the good "agile stuff" within the project, I am
suggesting the organization changes how it understand at work altogether.

Some of these suggestions lock together. For example, if you keep your teams together it is
easier to do lots of little things. If you break your team up after every little job you will never
have a productive team and management will spend all the time scheduling people. Instead have
standing teams and bring the work to the team.

Mental changes

The changes I just listed can be done immediately. They are things you can start doing right
now by yourself. Going further means changing not just your own mental model, but the mental
models of those around you. As the Keynes quote I opened with says, practical men need to free
themselves of an outdated idea.

Given that project thinking has dominated the approach of management for the last 30 years,
moving away from projects is going to require some changes in management thinking.

1. Put dynamic value centre stage

Be clear about what value your work is intended to deliver and how the work will build value.
Put value rather than schedule, budget and features at the heart of all decisions.

Recognise that value changes over time. Individual requests will have different values at
different times and as time progresses the value profile will change. Add in a changing world
and changing technology and it becomes clear that value needs to be actively managed.

2. Project is not the only fruit

There needs to be recognition that projects are not the only way to organise work. Rather than a
stop-go approach a continual steady state needs cultivating. Call it "product orientation" or
"business as usual" mindset. Modern businesses are dependent on software so organizing to be
good at creating software has business benefits.

Continuous flow, continuous improvement and continuous delivery are not temporary. Benefit
needs to be continuous too.

3. Optimise for small

Work processes need to be optimised for small pieces of work - small batch sizes, and small
items. This means big activities (e.g. setup, teardown, one off reviews) need to be removed.
Things which are expensive and which get minimised (like sign-off and final test cycles) need
removing or rethinking so they can be efficient in the small.

Each of those small pieces of work needs to demonstrate potential value and then get evaluated
afterwards for value delivered.
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4. Optimise decisions for small

Critically optimising for small work requests means decision-making also needs optimising for
small. A model where a few people at the top make a few big decisions needs to give way to
devolved authority where people close to the work make the decisions needed as the work
progresses. This might mean devolving authority to those who do the work - coders, testers, etc.
- or it might mean that managers close to the work need more authority and autonomy.

5. Stable teams

Once you start seeing projects as a collection of small things, it is natural to centre future
planning on the team. Stable teams help with such planning unfortunately they also go against
project thinking. However, the problems of constantly forming and disbanding teams means that
many teams are already, by default, stable. It is just that mentally they are seen as temporary.

6. Flip control

Devolving decisions and focusing on value does not mean giving up control, far from it, but the
model of control needs retiming. Rather than spending lots of time deciding what should be
done and authorising work to happen, teams need authority to do what they find is best.

Such changes follow the same logic found in the "Beyond Budgets" movement. Rather than
measure progress against a plan or budget, employees are trusted to do the right thing and know
they will be judged by the result, not by some proxy yardstick.

Governance and portfolio management processes need to trail the work. Rather than looking
forward at what is predicted to happen (which has a poor track record) governance looks at what
did happen, specifically how much value was actually delivered.

This may sound counter intuitive, and so it is when work packages are large, but when work is
small then how much damage can be done? Two wasted weeks might not be good but how
much time is lost waiting for decisions? Evaluating proposals? Gaining work authorisations?
And how much money is lost by late delivery?

When development work was slow (think Cobol) and expensive (think mainframes) then it
made sense to ensure that nothing wrong was done. But in a world where development is fast
(think Ruby) and cheap (think cloud) the cost of doing analysis, and time lost in governance and
delay, is far greater.

In such a world, it is preferable to spend a little bit of money and later find out the money was
wasted rather than: spending a more money and time to ensure that no money at all is spent on
activities which might turn out to be wasteful. The cost of determining what expenditure is
waste and what is beneficial can itself be greater than the potential waste.

Project management tools of analysis and authorisation continue to take time. Today's
technology allows us to build solutions and try them in less time than it takes to agree formal
sign-off for work. It takes too long to set up temporary teams and tear them down.

And that is all before even considering the value of what might be learned as a by-product of
doing something wasteful!
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7. Tolerate failure

It should be obvious from the last point, but it is worth emphasising. Sometimes things will go
wrong. Sometimes development efforts will not deliver value.

The software industry has a poor track record of determining where value is and how long it will
take to deliver that value. Rather than expending more time and energy on soothsaying it is now
cheaper to tolerate some cheap and faster to tolerate a few little failures.

Technology has advanced, technologically the tools exist now the process and management
models in use also need updating.

Even when work look like failure, failure is subjective. Work may not deliver the intended value
but still deliver useful learning: about technology, about the market, about "what works."

Companies need to be tolerant of failure, and when it does happen, they need to salvage what
they can and move on.

8. Deadline not end dates

Finally, while pre-determined end-dates are a thing of the past deadlines should not be. Use
deadlines to your advantage but let end dates emerge naturally.

Humans are very bad at estimation but very good at meeting deadlines - even if the work is done
the night before. Teams can harness this foible to their advantage.

Value is not simple

Removing the project model from your mental model will certainly simplify thinking but it is no
cure all. Managing software development is still hard.

One problem that is certain to appear is the definition of value.

I have argued that the success criteria used by the project model should be replaced with a focus
on value. But what is value?

In order to focus on value, one needs to understand it. Unfortunately that is easier to say than do.
Value exists within a context. As already noted value varies over time, for any given feature
early deliver may hold a different, higher or lower, value than later delivery.

But there is more to it than that. Value is also related to the business model and strategy of the
organization. For a business attempting to grab market share the "value" of more eyeballs
visiting the site, or more sales to new customers, may have greater value than repeat business to
existing customers. Yet for a company targeting higher profit margins the opposite may be true.

To complicate matters, different people might have different views on what constitutes value.
Boiling "value" down to a single number or target is not only hard but can be counterproductive.
Customers, business and strategy can have multiple aims; "value" can be multifaceted.

When talking about "value" it is easy to fall into the trap of thinking value is a number and that
higher is better. It is easy to think higher revenue and profit, or lower costs, are represent more
value but this is not true.
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Measuring value in the information economy is hard, in fact it is an active research area for
academics. Consider all the searches on Google, what value are they? In traditional terms they
add nothing to the bottom line, all the millions of Google searches fail to register on the official
statistics of any country because Google does not charge for search.

How can you measure the value of improvements when your company offers services for free?

Even when measurements are possible there is a well-known lag effect between IT changes and
productivity benefits appearing. During the 1990’s economists wrestled with the "Productivity
Paradox" described by Robert Solow as "You can see the computer age everywhere except the
productivity statistics."

Then there is an attribution problem: if your new software allows the company to change their
customer service processes then how much of the benefit is due to the software and how much
to the new process? Indeed, extracting the maximum value from technology involves more than
just creating the new technology. It is well know training users can help but so can changing the
culture, pushing authority down to front line workers, changing performance incentives and
recruitment criteria. Again, these changes can take time.

(For a longer decision on some of these issues see "Wired for Innovation", Brynjolfsson and
Saunders, 2010.)

Faced with these difficulties, it is easy to see the attraction of the project success troika which
allows problems of value to become "somebody else problem". The first step in considering
"what is value" is simply to start having the conversations. Ask the question in the team, ask the
question of those around the team, start making suggestions and taking feedback.

Understanding value and benefit requires a feedback loop. As changes and improvements are
made they need to be evaluated to see what benefit was delivered: Could more benefit be
unlocked by supportive changes? How can benefits be accelerated? Should more similar work
be undertaken if benefits cannot be realised?

There is more to maximising the benefits delivered from IT than simply delivering the
technology. Rather than throw benefits delivery over the wall to another group, teams need to be
aware of the issues and integrate value thinking into their processes.

Value can be simple, but simplistic thinking about measuring value and benefits creates its own
problems. The danger is that the pursuit of simplistic value itself displaces the real goal of
creating real value.

Conclusion

When I attended the Lean Agile Scotland conference to deliver the #NoProjects presentation I
met a group of people from an Edinburgh financial services company. This group couldn’t
consider work without projects. Yet when I quizzed them I discovered that the same people had
worked on the same software codebase, on the same mainframe, to serve the same customers for
over a decade. One project followed another, the only thing that was temporary about their work
were the end dates.
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At times our industry, indeed perhaps all modern management, seems to revolve around
"projects" as if they are an inherently natural phenomenon, they are not. Projects are a twentieth
century invention that has outlived its usefulness. The project model sidelines business benefit
because it chases the wrong goals in the wrong way. Traditional project planning is not a
harmless, benign, past time. It is dangerous, it reduces value and increases risk.

The project model does not describe the world of software development. Forcing software
development into the project model requires so much mental energy, compromise and
workarounds that it becomes impossible to see what is really happening.

Managers and engineers who cling to the project model to describe their work are like aircraft
ground crew who use manuals for a Supermarine Spitfire to service Lockheed F-35 Lightning:
both are agile single seat fighters with wings, but that is where the similarity ends.

Nowhere is this mismatch more apparent than in teams who practice continuous delivery. Such
teams will inevitably abandon the project model, a model made for a temporary world, and
continual is not temporary.
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